ABSTRACT: We investigated spatial−temporal variability and long-term trends of rainfall over the Metropolitan Area of São Paulo (MASP). Due to a lack of continuous and consistent rainfall observations in the MASP, a database for the spatial analysis was created from a composite of 94 stations, with daily rainfall data for 1973−1997, plus data from the University of São Paulo's Institute of Geophysics and Astronomy (IAG/USP) station for 1933−2011, as the base of the long-term variability analysis. It is shown that the seasonal and interannual rainfall variability result from underlying local influences and remote large-scale atmospheric dynamics. These effects appear to be more complex during the austral spring and fall seasons, and seem to determine the duration of the rainy period over the MASP. The intraseasonal (30−60 d) oscillation of rainfall does not exhibit any long-term modulation; interannual rainfall variability for 1975−1990 appears modulated by the El Niño−Southern Oscillation (ENSO) scale (2−8 yr). Nonetheless, there exists statistical evidence that the rainfall climate over the MASP had an abrupt change at the end of the 1950s, but the global climatic change that occurred in the middle of the 1970s is not evident. The progressive increase in the frequency of rainy days and total daily rainfall throughout the period of analysis are prominent factors in the trend of annual and seasonal rainfall. Furthermore, rainfall variability over the MASP may be modulated by the Southern Annular Mode (SAM), Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) and ENSO at seasonal scales, altering the normal progression of the seasonal rainfall cycle, while at interannual scales, each one of these patterns drives the rainfall variability, mainly when each pattern reaches its extreme value.
INTRODUCTION
The city of São Paulo, the capital of the state of the same name, located in southeastern Brazil, underwent intense urban development during the 20th century, and with continuous urban population growth, it became the largest city in Brazil by the 1950s. Consequently, population growth combined with urban expansion led to the development of a large area with features of a megacity: the Metropolitan Area of São Paulo (MASP). With nearly 20 million inhabitants (IBGE 2011) and an area of some 8000 km 2 , the MASP is the largest urban agglomeration in Brazil and among the 10 largest in the world.
As in many other urban regions of the world, rainfall variability (especially the frequency and duration of heavy rainfall events) is currently becoming the largest source of risk for the population (Parry et al. 2007 , Pall et al. 2011 . Additionally, given the evidence of climate change, megacities will become the areas most vulnerable to the impacts of more intense and frequent extreme rainfall events (Katz & Brown 1992) and their effects, such as floods and violent landslides. Consequently, an increase in rainfall and its extremes are affecting human life in the MASP, both in the present and in the coming decades. In this sense, it is critical to understand the underlying dynamics of climate variability in its various spatial− temporal scales in the MASP, so that climate vulnerability may be assessed and adaptation strategies proposed. This can serve to reduce the risks of climate change impacts, since decisions and policies must be determined by taking climate variability into account (Ahmed & Sanchez 2008 , Marquina 2010 .
Rainfall variability, from daily to interannual and decadal timescales, is governed by large-scale weather patterns. Therefore, interactions be tween local and synoptic scales, influenced by large-scale patterns, have always modulated urban rainfall in areas such as the MASP (Barros 1994 , Magaña et al. 2003 . Sometimes large-scale weather conditions are the dominant influences, whereas local conditions prevail in others (Landsberg 1981) . In this context, Xavier et al. (1994) , using daily rainfall data collected in the MASP during 1933−1986, point out a complex interaction between the local scale (urban effect) and the synoptic scale (natural effects). Furthermore, large-scale cold fronts appear as the principal factor in producing rain in the MASP during the dry season (Reboita et al. 2010 ). In fact, many studies that have dealt with variability in precipitation, especially episodes of severe storms that have occurred in the MASP, suggest that the physical mechanisms responsible for the occurrence of these events are related to, among other factors: frontal systems (Pereira Filho et al. 2002) ; the South Atlantic Convergence Zone (SACZ) (Silveira & Silva Dias 1990) ; and the urban heat island associated with the penetration of sea breezes (Pereira Filho et al. 2004 , Freitas et al. 2007 , Marengo et al. 2009 ). Also, intra seasonal rainfall variability is greater during the wet season (Carvalho et al. 2004 ) and appears to be strongly linked to SACZ activity (Paegle et al. 2000) .
On interannual timescales, the effect of the El Niño− Southern Oscillation (ENSO) phenomenon on rainfall variability in the MASP is weak. Only intense ENSO events affect rainfall in the MASP during autumn (Kane 2000) , increasing the amount of rainfall from April to May and altering the spatial distribution in the a north-south direction during May (Xavier et al. 1995) . Silva Dias et al. (2013) mention that ENSO events have little connection with the extreme daily rainfall events seen in the MASP, whereas the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) and the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) explain much of the rainfall variability, especially in the dry season.
Several studies have shown a worldwide increase in heavy rainfall (e.g. Groisman et al. 2005 , Alexander et al. 2006 , Min et al. 2011 , Donat et al. 2013 , Westra et al. 2013 . In southeastern Brazil, intense rainfall episodes are more frequent and associated with an increase in the number of consecutive dry days (Dufek & Ambrizzi 2007 , Marengo et al. 2009 . Extreme daily rainfall and the frequency of the number of days with heavy precipitation have increased in recent decades (Sugahara et al. 2009 , Nobre et al. 2010 , Marengo et al. 2013 , Silva Dias et al. 2013 .
The rainfall variability characteristics observed in the MASP are a complex response to various nonlinear and non-local physical and dynamic processes. These influence rainfall as a result of the interaction between the different components of the climate system, which have their own temporal characteristics. Because previous studies on rainfall variability in the MASP have not taken spatial variability (over the entire domain) and various time scales into account, a more comprehensive study of spatial and temporal rainfall analysis over the MASP is needed.
Therefore, this study is directed toward (1) examination of spatial−temporal rainfall variability observed, highlighting seasonal and annual scales; and (2) investigation of temporal variability at several time scales, from the intraseasonal variability to longterm trends, based on rainfall data from the University of São Paulo's Institute of Geophysics and Astronomy (IAG/USP) station for the period 1933− 2011. In addition, it is expected that this study will provide some knowledge about rainfall variability in the MASP, and aid understanding of the spatial− temporal relationships be tween the physical and dynamic processes that generate rainfall at different scales.
METHODS

Study area and database construction
MASP is a megacity located in the southeast of Brazil, between 23.2−24.1°S and 45.7−47.2°W (Fig. 1) , covering about 8000 km 2 . The southern side of the MASP is bordered by the slopes of the Serra do Mar mountains, and the northeastern (northwestern) side lies on the eastern (western) edge of the Serra da Canta reira (Paranapiacaba) mountain range. Two rain fall datasets were selected from the database of the daily rainfall series collected at rainfall stations scattered over the MASP by the Department of Water and Energy (DAEE) of the State of São Paulo, the Natio nal Water Agency (ANA) and the IAG/USP. The quality of the rainfall data and the limited spatial− temporal coverage of the available daily rainfall series makes it more difficult to meet the requirement of homogeneity of both spatial and temporal data necessary for the kind of analysis proposed here. The solution chosen to circumvent this dilemma was to collect all the available data over the MASP (110 stations) for the period 1933−2002 and identify the time window with the highest number of functioning rainfall stations, following the methodology used by Ronchi et al. (2007) . The period chosen was 1973−1997 (25 yr) . Then, in order to produce a usable dataset, we checked all rainfall data from this period to eliminate obvious data errors and in con sistencies, and then we worked on the more complexes analyses, trying to separate good-and bad-quality data. The steps, following Einfalt & Michaelides (2008) , were (1) completness: detection of gaps in the data; (2) extreme values: detection of the physically impossible values; (3) variability: control of measurement variability; (4) physical processes behind the measured parameter: detection of constant values; and (5) control of spatial consistency: comparing measurements of the same parameters from different stations. After this, the inconsistencies of rainfall data found in a few time series were re moved; miss ing data were not filled in. Therefore, the main data base for spatial analysis includes daily rainfall time series for 94 stations spread over the MASP and surrounding areas with missing values for ≤8% (not continuous) of the period 1973− 1997 (25 yr) . The second set of rainfall data contains the daily rainfall data at IAG/ USP from January 1, 1931 to August 31, 2011. This dataset was used as the base of the long-term variability ana lysis because of its high quality (Sugahara et al. 2012) , and has been used in several studies related to climate variability, climate change and ex treme rainfall values (Marengo et al. 2013 and references quoted therein, Silva Dias et al. 2013) . Other data sets used to explore the relationship be tween the various large-scale climatic patterns and rainfall over MASP (data at IAG/USP) were (1) the monthly sea surface temperature (SST) anomalies of the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA), the SST-JMA index (www. coaps. fsu.edu/ jma), (2) the PDO index (Zhang et al. 1997) (Wallace & Gutzler 1981) , and (6) the NAO index (Hurrell 1995) . The period 1951− 2011 was used as a common period to ensure consistency among the different large-scale indices and rainfall data.
Spatial variability
From the daily rainfall series at distributed points (94 stations), other rainfall characteristics were derived at both annual and seasonal scales, for the period 1973−1997 (25 yr). The mean total annual (hydrological cycle, from September to August) and total seasonal values (SON, DJF, MAM and JJA) with their respective coefficients of variation (CVs); the annual mean value of the extreme rainfall events exceeding the 99th percentile of the daily rainfall (Frich et al. 2002) ; and the annual mean number of wet days were considered in identifying climatic spatial features of rainfall over the MASP. Also, the amplitudes and phases of the first harmonic of the monthly mean values were estimated by harmonic Table 1 ). a.s.l.: above (mean) sea level analysis (not shown here). This allows for the analyses of the rainfall variability to provide a more detailed view of the fundamental characteristics over various spatial scales and annual and seasonal timescales. Additional rainfall analyses for the MASP were carried out with the aim of identifying the intrinsic regional features of rainfall throughout the year. These were based on the daily rainfall averages and their CVs, for the 5 stations located in different regions over MASP (Fig. 1, Table 1 ). The daily mean and CV values of rainfall were adequately ad justed using the smoothing method described by Mann (2008) .
For evaluation of the characteristics of rainfall on spatial scales, a continuous distribution of the variable is analyzed to provide a better climatic regional-scale description and more effective spatial variability analyses. The results calculated at each station were mapped on a grid of 0.01° × 0.01° (~1.1 km) resolution using the ordinary kriging interpolation method, which assumes that the mean value is constant in the local neighborhood of each estimation point (Journel & Huijbregts 1978) . The kriging method is an unbiased, optimal and linear statistical interpolation technique based on re gres sion against observed values of surrounding data points, weighted according to spatial covariance values (Goo vaerts 1997), and it has been widely used in spatial rainfall distribution estimates (Moral 2010 ).
Temporal variability and long-term characteristics
Intraseasonal and interannual variability
The wavelet transform was used to determine the dominant modes of both the intraseasonal (30−60 d) and interannual variability and their variation in time for rainfall in the MASP, through temporal multiscale analysis. The wave let transform is a powerful tool for time series analyses that is able to locate the variability signal simultaneously in both temporal and frequency domains. The continuous wave let transformation; W n (s), of a time series, x n (n = 1,…,N), is defined as the convolution of x n with a scaled and translated version of ψ o (η) (Torrence & Compo 1998): ( 1) where the (*) is the complex conjugate, s is a scaling parameter, n is a localized time index, n' is the position along the analyzed transect, δt is the constant time interval, N is the number of pointsand ψ implies a mother wavelet. In this paper, use is made of the Morlet wavelet ψ o (t), which is a plane wave modulated by a Gaussian function expressed as: (2) where i is the imaginary unit, ω o is the non-dimensional frequency, taken equal to 6 in order to satisfy the wavelet admissibility condition (Torrence & Compo 1998) and η is the nondimensional 'time' parameter.
The intraseasonal variability of rainfall was quantified, identified and isolated in order to decompose the daily rainfall time series, as recorded at the IAG/ USP station for the period January 1933−August 2011, using a wavelet transform. The wavelet transforms were calculated for every hydrological year (September−August), then scale-averaged between 30 and 60 d, to produce a time series of fractional variance in the intraseasonal frequency band, and their significance at the 95% confidence level was calculated. This broad band (30−60 d), related to the Madden−Julian Oscillation, was chosen as the dominant oscillation, based on the study of Paegle et al. (2000) . For details of the scale-averaged wavelet power and the derivation of significance levels, see Torrence & Compo (1998) . Thus the wavelet transform was first applied to every rainfall time series of 2 continuous years (e.g. from January 1 of Year 0 to December 31 of Year 1; ~730 d); then, the scale-averaged wavelet power between 30 and 60 d was quantified, thus specifying the intensity of the oscillations, related to the 95% confidence level. Following this process, only the statistically significant periods of intraseasonal oscillations from September 1 of Year 0 to August 31 of Year 1 (365 d) were isolated as representative throughout the hydrological annual cycle. The dominant interannual oscillations of rainfall in the MASP were determined from the standardized monthly rainfall anomaly time series at the IAG/USP station for the period January 1933−August 2011. The standardized monthly rainfall anomaly (r my ) is defined as: 1933,…, 2011 (3) where R my is the rainfall total for month m during year y, and⎯R m and σ m are the long-term mean and standard deviation of each successive month m, respectively.
Long-term variability
Two statistical methods are used in this study to analyze the long-term variability of rainfall time series in the MASP: (1) The non-parametric sequential Mann−Kendall test (Goossens 1983 , Goossens & Berger 1987 ) is considered to be most appropriate for the detection of abrupt climatic change (Sneyers 1990 ). The standardized forward and backward variables and their levels of statistical significance were estimated following Goossens & Berger (1987) . (2) The non-parametric Mann−Kendall test (Hirsch & Slack 1984 , Helsel & Hirsch 1992 ) is used to determine the statistical significance of the trends in each of the analyzed periods, and the linear trend slopes are calculated using the non-parametric method of Sen (1968) . The statistical significance of the simple monotonic trend test is determined at the 95% confidence level.
To identify rainfall trend patterns in the MASP and to establish the period and amplitude of changes in the time series over the years, repeated monotonic trend tests with variable start times (T b ) and end times (T e ) are estimated for the seasonal and annual rainfall totals recorded at the IAG/USP station, pursuant to the methodology suggested by Zhang et al. (2010) . This method sheds light on rainfall variability, and is an additional tool to help to identify periods with changing trends. The initial sample interval (T e − T b ) to calculate the trend pattern was 10 -which is the minimum sample that may be used by this method (Kendall 1975 ) -and the number of Mann− Kendall trend test calculations, N, that need to be calculated for a temporal series of rainfall of size n (years, months, seasons, days, etc.) is: N = [(n − 8) · (n − 9)]/2. Thus, the trend pattern calculation of both the total annual (September−August) and summer (DJF) rainfall recorded at the IAG/USP station, for 1933− 2010, requires the estimation of N = 2415 trends, and every value of the figure (point) represents the trend of the period between the interval (T e − T b ).
2.3.3. Relationship between rainfall and large-scale circulation systems
Potential links between rainfall in the MASP and different large-scale climate patterns at seasonal and interannual scales were assessed by applying the sequential correlation coefficient of the 3-monthly means throughout the year, and the running monthly correlation for 5 yr, between the standardized monthly rainfall anomalies at the IAG/USP station and the indices of the large-scale patterns indicated in Section 2.1 for the period 1951−2011. The 5 yr period was chosen to highlight the evolution of the interannual relationship between the rainfall in MASP and the large-scale circulation, mainly for ENSO events. For this purpose, the Spearman rank correlation was used because it is robust and resistant related to the Pearson (ordinary) correlation, and it is computed from the ranks of the data rather than from the data values themselves (Wilks 2011) . Because the standard t-test may overstate statistical significance due to serial correlation (or persistence), which is common for meteorological data, the statistical significance was estimated using a t-test based on an effective sample size, N eff : (4) where N is the actual sample size and ρ 1x and ρ 1y are the lag -1 autocorrelation coefficients of the 2 time series. The ratio (1 + ρ 1x ρ 1y ) : (1 − ρ 1x ρ 1y ) acts as a variance inflation factor, and it is the time be tween effectively independent samples (Leith 1973) .
RESULTS
Spatial rainfall variability
The spatial distribution of the mean values of total annual rainfall, the spatial distribution of the 99th percentile, and the distribution of the mean values of wet days, computed for the period 1973−1997 are shown in Fig. 2a −c. The mean annual rainfall varied between ~1300 and ~2500 mm across the MASP, although for most of the MASP it was <1600 mm ( tain range due to the ascent of moist air from the Atlantic Ocean. The 2 isolated secondary maxima located in the west are regional peculiarities forced essentially by the topographic features (Barry 2008 , Houze 2012 . These patterns force the establishment of the intense south-north rainfall gradient with relatively low values throughout the central region of the MASP. The spatial pattern of rainfall at seasonal scales (not shown) resembles the annual variability of rainfall, reflecting mostly the persistent influence of topography on rainfall distribution through the year. The CV of annual rainfall over the MASP ranges from ~0.15 to ~0.30, and this spatial variability persists through all of the seasons. This pattern suggests the existence of 3 areas of relatively homogeneous rainfall variability, but with peculiar characteristics and, in large part, modulated by orographic features. These regions are:
(1) isolated areas with high values of rainfall influenced by topography and high interannual variability (CV > ~0.3), observed in the southwestern and northwestern parts of the MASP, (2) an area with high rainfall values and low interannual variability (CV < 0.2), modulated by the orography of the Serra do Mar mountain range, and covering the entire southern side of the MASP, and Table 1 , Fig. 1 ). Each time series of (d) has been smoothed with a 30 d filter (Mann 2008) . Horizontal coloured continous (dashed black lines): average duration of the rainy season in the different (all) regions of the MASP (3) most of the MASP, where total annual rainfall is low, and the interannual variability has an intermediate CV value of ~0.2. Fig. 2b shows that the spatial distribution of the annual mean rainfall values of the 99th percentile are close to the annual distribution (Fig. 2a) . Over most of the MASP, this extreme value is < 55 mm and occurs in the areas with almost homogeneous low annual values and interannual variability. However, the belt of rain values > 55 mm is bounded by the orographic effects where the rainfall amounts reach high values, the highest occurring in the central part of the southern MASP (90 mm). This is consistent with the significant increase in the extreme rainfall index (95th percentile) over a great part of São Paulo state during 1950−1999 (Dufek & Ambrizzi 2007) . Thus, one must be aware that the regions subject to topographic effects are more susceptible to intense rainfall events, both in the present and in a future changed climate (Marengo et al. 2013) .
To further identify regions with similar numbers of wet days through the year, the annual mean of total days with rain (>1 mm) was calculated. Areas of high numbers of wet days, >150 d (~5 mo), are restricted to the southeastern portion of MASP, associated with the Sierra do Mar mountains, and numbers of wet days of <120 d (~4 mo) are observed over the rest of the domain (Fig. 2c) . In addition to the above analysis, the seasonal cycle of rainfall over the MASP as depicted by the first harmonic amplitude (as a percent) and phase (month of the first harmonic in calendar months) (not presented) shows a unimodal rainfall regime with maximum values observed around late January and early February, with the peaks observed in the east slightly delayed relative to those on the southern side.
The rainfall characteristics analyzed above ap pear to be a consequence of the significant effect of orography on the spatial rainfall distribution characteristics in the MASP. Here it is necessary to distinguish 2 distinct aspects: (1) the Serra do Mar mountains strongly modulate the different basic characteristics of the spatial rainfall distribution in the MASP, mainly over the mountains themselves, throughout the year, taking advantage of the water vapor supplied by the Atlantic Ocean and driven by local circulation, which is the result of the complex dynamic interaction be tween the regional and large-scale circulation characteristics; and (2) the isolated topographic features of the MASP appear to affect only the intensity of rainfall, because over these areas the mean number of rainy days is the same, meaning that topography drives the circulation to produce strong convection, which can initiate intense local rainfall.
Regional characteristics of the seasonal rainfall development are evident along the annual cycle of mean daily rainfall and its CV in 5 stations located over the MASP (Fig. 2d) . The wet season is October−April, during which the mean daily values of each region exceed the daily annual rainfall mean (Liebmann & Marengo 2001) , and the maximum values occur between the end of January and the beginning of February (Fig. 2d, top) , consistent with the results of the harmonic analysis. The rainy season over the MASP declines correspondingly in length as one moves farther from the southern re gion, with this area having an average rainy period of around 190 d (6.5 mo), with the central and western regions having rainy seasons approximately 20− 30 d shorter. These variations seem to be related to the oceanic effect modulated by local topographic features (Fig. 1) , corro borated by the spatial distribution of the mean annual 99th percentile of daily rainfall (Fig. 2b) and the annual mean of wet days (>1 mm) (Fig. 2c) .
The results also show that over most regions of the MASP, with the exception of the southern region and to a lesser degree, the eastern portion (associated with the Serra do Mar mountain range), the cycle of daily rainfall is approximately symmetric. These cycles show a gradual increase from the driest month (July) to the wettest months (late January to early February), then they decrease gradually until the end of the rainy season (April), after which the slope becomes very weak until the driest month. On the other hand, the annual cycle of daily rainfall in the areas contiguous to the Serra do Mar mountain range (southern region) is asymmetric, with a pronounced drop in early spring, when the cycle undergoes an unexpec ted interruption, exactly at the beginning of the rainy season, after which the cycle continues its increasing trend with a strong slope until the wettest month (end of January). Thereafter, the decrease in rainfall is slow until the driest month (July).
The variability of the annual daily rainfall cycle derived from the CV (Fig. 2d, bottom) indicates that the dry (rainy) months have greater (lower) varia bility, but the southern and eastern regions have a less pronounced cycle of variability, indicating that throughout the year, precipitation occurrence is more homogeneous over these areas than in the rest of the MASP. Bearing in mind all these aspects of the annual cycle of daily rainfall, it seems that rainfall during the intermediate season months (spring and fall), particularly in the southeastern or southern MASP, are the result of underlying dynamics that are much more complex -with the contribution of the oceanic characteristics and the ocean− atmosphere interaction in the regions adjacent to the Atlantic Ocean -than in the rest of the year, conditioned by the role played by local topo graphy, which modulates the intensity and spatial− temporal distribution of rainfall.
The characteristics of atmospheric circulation on the mesoscale and on the synoptic scale over the MASP, which generate convective activity and its effects, seem to be more intense during spring and autumn, when the quasi-stationary frontal system known as the SACZ sporadically modulates the features of the synoptic circulation, producing frequent extreme rainfall events, as studied by Seluchi & Chou (2009) , among others. The interacting local and large-scale physical and dynamic characteristics which generate the rainfall over the MASP need to be studied in regard to the diverse spatial and temporal scales of rainfall variability. Another question concerns the effect of SST of the adjacent Atlantic Ocean in increasing or reducing the amount and intensity of a given rainfall event over the MASP, given that the long-term variability of SST near the coast of São Paulo shows a positive trend over the past decades, and appears to be associated with increased rainfall at the IAG/USP station (Silva Dias et al. 2013 ).
Temporal variability
Due to the lack of high-quality rainfall data across the state, data from the IAG/USP station (Sugahara et al. 2012 , Marengo et al. 2013 ) is often used as a basis to analyze the longterm climate of the MASP (Nobre et al. 2010 , Silva Dias et al. 2013 ), allowing for a detailed temporal variability rainfall analysis.
Intraseasonal variability
To reveal more detailed characteristics of the intraseasonal oscillations in the MASP, this study focused on the wavelet spectrum on 30−60 d scale averages, at the 95% statistical significance level, for the daily rainfall observed at the IAG/USP station for 1933−2011 (Fig. 3) . Fig. 3b shows the significant periods of the 30− 60 d rainfall oscillation as vertical lines in each hydrological year (September− August). The length of the period of the oscillations observed during the year varies over the period of the ana lysis and apparently does not have any long-term temporal modulation (Fig. 3a) . Significant intraseasonal oscillations are more frequent during the wet warm season, reaching 18 events during February (Fig. 3c) , probably modulated by the activity of the SACZ (Paegle et al. 2000 , Carvalho et al. 2004 . In some years, this oscillation appears modulated during the wet season by both positive (1972−73) The results shown here correspond only to prominent statistically significant oscillations; evidently there are other intraseasonal oscillations that oc curred over the year during the period of the analyses, at the same frequency (30−60 d), with low amplitude, that do not reach statistical significance, and here those were not taken into account.
Interannual variability
In an exploratory analysis, we used a simple method -based on the similarity of the interannual variability of rainfall in different regions of the MASP -to reveal the most striking features of the long-term variability of rainfall in the MASP, and thus to make useful inferences about the characteristics of future precipitation. . The trends of all the mean values time series calculated above were statistically significant at the 95% confidence level.
These results show that the increase in rainy day frequency over time seems to account for the in crease in total rainfall year after year. At the same time, the maximum or minimum values, the relative values and the standard deviation values (variability) seem to be directly re lated both to the average value and to the number of rainy days. In addition, high values of the mean and standard deviation increased through the years, which may explain the positive trends noted in the various extreme rainfall indices from previous studies (Dufek & Ambrizzi 2007) and in the increase in magnitude and frequency of high quantiles of daily rainfall (Sugahara et al. 2009 ).
To attain a deeper understanding of the long-term rainfall variability over the MASP, and identify climatic events that could explain the interannual variability, use was made of the Morlet wavelet transform analysis of standardized monthly rainfall anomalies recorded at the IAG/USP station for the period January 1933− August 2011 (Fig. 5a ). The energy of the wavelet transform of standardized monthly rainfall ano ma lies in the MASP (Fig. 5b) shows 2 episodes of oscillations that are significant at the 95% confidence level during the analyzed pe riod. The most notable of these oscillations ap pear at the interannual variability scale (2− 8 yr) from 1975 to 1990; the other at the quasi-decadal variability scale (8− 12 yr), taking place from the early 1950s to the early 1960s. Furthermore, the annual cycle and intra-annual variability (~1 yr) seem to be strongly associated with these oscillations. In principle, the con nection between a given variability scale and other scales is the characteristic multi plicity of time scale of wave let transforms, and this behavior is the obvious influence of the low-frequency variability upon the high-frequency variability. Thus, it is possible to affirm that the interannual and decadal precipitation oscillations influence the behavior of the annual cycle in various forms.
The 1976 (1982 and 1983) during the negative (positive) phase of the ENSO phenomenon, and the spectrum value corresponding to the ENSO periods does not exceed the significance level for the global wavelet spectrum (not shown). This means that the interannual rainfall variability over the MASP can be explained by the underlying dynamics associated with this phenomenon. Although this fact explains how it is plausible that ENSO events disturb rainfall in the MASP, the relationship between the ENSO phase signal and the standardized monthly rainfall anomalies seems to be ambiguous. Due to the complexity of precipitation variability over the MASP and the weak signal/noise ratio of the impact of ENSO on this variability, the study of precipitation in different spatial and temporal scales relevant to the characterization of interannual patterns of precipitation variability and of future climate projections.
Trend patterns
The average of the total annual (September− August) and of total summer (DJF) precipitation over the period of study are, respectively, 1402 and 629 mm, with a coefficient of variation (CV) of 5.5 and 4.1 over all of the years (Fig. 6a,b, top) . Over the long term, both the annual and the summer total rainfall show a positive trend of + 56.4 mm decade −1 and + 28.9 mm decade −1 , respectively, with statistical significance at the 95% confidence level. Further, the smoothed data analysis of both time series of precipitation have similar oscillations throughout the period, with a quasi-decadal weak amplitude oscillation before about the mid-1970s, after which the wave length and amplitude increase over time. Fig. 6a ,b (middle) shows an abrupt climate change detected in both the annual and the summer rainfall through the period of study at the end of the 1950s. It should be noted that the abrupt changes with statistical significance at the 95% confidence level, according the sequential Mann−Kendall test, were observed after the relative rainfall magnitudes of the upward and the downward sequences functions (Goossens & Berger 1985) cross at 1957 for annual rainfall and around 1958 for summer rainfall. Moreover, after the sequence functions of the seasonal (DJF) rainfall cross, they both appear to fluctuate together around the threshold of statistical significance up to the end of the 1970s, where they become separated. This feature (together with the increase in rainfall variability observed in the smoothed time series) does not appear to be statistical evidence for the occurrence of the abrupt short climate change related to the PDO that occurred around 1976 (Zhang et al. 1997) in the MASP.
The rainfall trend patterns of the annual total and of the seasonal total of the rainy season (Fig. 6a,b,  bottom) show that the domains where the slopes are statistically significant are located in the same time regions of the analyzed periods. This indicates a high degree of dependence between the total annual rainfall and total seasonal rainfall of the rainy season. According to the sign of the trend slope, a pattern of alternating positive and negative trends is noted, grouped in periods of several decades in the 2 time series, notwithstanding the fact that the greater fraction of the trend patterns is composed of positive values. This means that over relatively long periods, the total annual rainfall and the total seasonal rainfall have increased regularly since the beginning of observations in 1933, as observed principally along the left side of Fig. 6a, b (bottom) , where the trends are statistically significant, mainly after 1960. The slopes grouped into periods of <~20 yr are much greater than those for longer periods and ap pear as a stationary quasi-decadal oscillation; the limits of its waves coincide with the period of the smoothed series (Fig. 6a,b, top) . Also, the change of trend slope around the end of the 1950s in both the annual and seasonal rainfall appears to be evidence of the occurrence of the abrupt short climate change that occurred in the MASP.
Links to large-scale patterns
In this section, the seasonal and interannual evolution of the relationship between rainfall in the MASP and large-scale patterns of circulation are analyzed. Preliminary analysis of the sequential correlation among the standardized 3-month means of rainfall in the MASP and the 3-monthly means of the 6 indices of each global pattern (Section 2.1) show a weak relationship, but only the correlation among rainfall and the ENSO, PDO and SAM indices are statistically significant at the 95% confidence level in at least 1 trimester in the sequential correlation (Fig. 7a) . The correlation coefficient between rainfall and the 3 indices shows a seasonal pattern, with a similar annual cycle to that of the ENSO and the PDO patterns, and opposite to that of the SAM from spring to fall. Significant direct associations between rainfall and the PDO (ENSO) are observed during the intermediate seasons (winter and beginning of the rainy season), SON and MAM (JJA and ASO) . Also, a significant correlation is observed between rainfall and the SAM index during the DJF rainy season. Thus, the magnitude of the correlation patterns indicates that the different large-scale circulation patterns exert a weak direct control of the driving dynamic.
The correlation runs of 60 mo (5 yr) show evidence that only extreme ano maly periods of the 3 global patterns affect rainfall in the MASP in either a direct or inverse relationship (Fig. 7b) . From these patterns, the SAM appears to be most reliable relationship, having significant correlation, and it can cause both positive and negative anomalies of rainfall over the MASP in accord with the anomaly of the SAM. This fact is associated with the opposite phases of the SAM, which modulates the high-latitude transient waves rather than stationary waves (Lorenz & Hartmann 2001) driven by the entrance of extratropical high-frequency systems (synoptic waves) into South America, reaching Southeast Brazil. Furthermore, the effects of the ENSO (PDO) on rainfall over the MASP appear to be ambiguous (weak) at interannual scales. Also, the significant direct association be tween rainfall and ENSO 1935 1945 1955 1965 1975 1985 1995 2005 Rainfall (mm yr -1 ) 1935 1945 1945 1955 1965 1975 1985 1995 2005 a) Annual observed by the end of the 1950s appears related to the quasi-decadal scales of the rainfall (Fig. 5b ).
CONCLUSIONS
In the MASP region, as in many other regions of the world, lack of high-quality rainfall data makes it difficult to perform any reliable spatial analyses of rainfall variability, because these kinds of analyses require detailed information of rainfall distribution in both space and time over a long period of time. In this study, from all the available data scattered over all of the MASP (110 stations), for the period 1933−2002, we choose daily rainfall time series recorded at 94 gauge stations for the period 1973−1997 to investigate spatial analyses over the MASP. Previously, we applied a quality control method for daily rainfall inconsistencies. From these daily times series, rainfall statistics (e.g. total, mean, standard deviation, etc.) were computed and spatially mapped on a grid of 0.01° × 0.01° (1.1 km) resolution by the kriging interpolation method.
The spatial distribution of the annual cycle of rainfall over the MASP was examined based on the analysis of daily rainfall in 5 stations for the period 1973−1997, and the long-term variability and trend patterns (Zhang et. al. 2010) were computed based on annual and on rainy season (DJF) time series of the IAG/USP station for a 79 yr period (1933−2011) . Thus, it is hoped that the results of these analyses will contribute to the knowledge of rainfall variability in the MASP, and that future studies will aid understanding of the spatial−temporal rainfall variability in relation to the local physical and dynamic effects and the large-scale factors responsible for rainfall occurrence in the MASP.
The spatial distribution of the mean annual rainfall shows low values over the entire central part of the MASP on an almost east−west axis, flanked by high rainfall values along the southeast side modulated strongly by the orography of the Serra do Mar, and by isolated centers of high rainfall, related to isolated topographic features, in the western side of the MASP forced by portion of the Serra da Cantareira and Serra da Paranapiacaba, respectively. These features can be ascribed to the prominent spatial distribution of both the extreme rainfall pattern (99th percentile) and the number of wet days in the year. In addition, the length of the rainy season varies along the MASP, with periods of > 6.5 months in the southern region to periods of ~5.5 months around the central and western regions; it is evident that during the intermediate seasons, the physical mechanisms that cause the rainfall are more complex, and the non-linear interactions among topography and local and large-scale circulation, and the water vapor supplied by the adjacent Atlantic Ocean, are stronger than in other seasons.
Results of the intraseasonal variability, determined by 30−60 d oscillation (statistically significant at the 95% confidence level) of the scale-average wavelet power clearly show high interannual variability without a long-term modulation. It is more frequent during summer, peaking in February (18 events in 78 years), and is strongly related to the occurrence of the SACZ (Silveira & Siva Dias 1990) . Also, it is evident that the ENSO in either its negative or positive phase appears to drive this oscillation during the transitional seasons, as was observed in spring of 1972 and 1991 (beginning of the rainy season), and in the unique long-lasting and intense event at the beginning of the strong 1982−1983 ENSO event, between May and June of 1982 (dry season). Additionally, the analyses of interannual variability, as carried out by means of the wavelet transform method, reveal that the effect of the ENSO phenomenon on rainfall variability is plausible but complex, and subject to the life cycle of each ENSO event.
A comparison of the temporal evolution of the mean and standard deviation of daily precipitation and number of rainy days exhibits a continuous increase over the years from 1933 on; this is a very significant indication that rainfall became more intense, and extreme rainfall more frequent, as the years went by. This shows that any discussion regarding the urban effect's influence on rainfall is potentially problematic due to record sampling limitations and high rainfall variability, since a single storm event can affect all of the statistics. In that sense, the sequential Mann−Kendall statistics showed a significant abrupt change in long-term rainfall variability in the MASP at the end of the 1950s. Some peculiar temporal characteristics observed after the middle of the 1970s seem to indicate the possible effects, mainly in the rainfall variability, of a large-scale abrupt climate change that occurred in 1976, associated with the PDO (Zhang et al. 2010 ). The trend patterns showed statistically significant trends at the 95% confidence level in total annual and seasonal rainfall in the rainy season (DFJ) for periods of >~30 years that are all positive, mainly after 1960, but they unmistakably reveal the constant increase in rainfall in the MASP since 1930, when rainfall records at the IAG/ USP station started. Strong negative trends of short periods are clustered around the occurrence of the abrupt climate change at the end of the 1950s in both annual and seasonal rainfall. However, the large-scale abrupt climatic change ob served in the middle of the 1970s is not evident in both annual and seasonal rainfall.
Finally, the weak magnitude of the correlation between rainfall in the MASP and the various indices of large-scale atmospheric circulation patterns shows that rainfall variability in MASP is not explicitly modulated by change in large-scale circulation. However, the weak relationship though statistically significant between rainfall and the SAM, ENSO and PDO indices at seasonal scales, seems to be a decisive factor altering the normal progression of the seasonal rainfall cycle. At interannual scales, each one of these circulation patterns drives rainfall variability, mainly when each pattern reaches its extreme value. 
